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1. Purpose of Report 
 

1.1 
 

To provide Housing Scrutiny Sub Committee with a quarter three report on 
Performance Indicators for the 2022/23 financial year (April 2022 – December 
2022). See Appendix A. 
 

2. Executive Summary  
 

2.1 This report combines all performance relevant to Housing Landlord issues. 
 

2.2 In total there are 21 measures and of these, against agreed targets, 7 are on or 
exceeding targets for the year (year-end), and 13 have not met the normal targets 
set. Of the 13 measures that did not meet target, 8 of these were within 5% 
tolerance of their respective targets (Amber rating), One measure does not have a 
target (Complaints replied to in line with corporate policy). 
 

3. Background 
 

3.1 
 

Over the last twelve years the Council has been working with the Lincoln Tenants 
Panel to improve external scrutiny and to meet the standards implemented by the 
Tenant Services Authority. 
 

3.2 From 1 April 2010 all social landlords were required to have local offers in place 
alongside the national standards as set out in the new Regulatory Framework for 
Social Housing. The Framework was amended with effect from April 2012 but the 
principles remain the same. 

  
4. Details 

 
4.1 Appendix A attempts to simplify the overall analysis by listing performance on a 

service functional basis (rents, repairs etc) and then showing the source of the 
indicator (reason). 
 

4.2 For comparison purposes each indicator shows performance for the last year, 
target for current year (where applicable) and progress made in the current year. 
 

4.3 Appendix A shows which targets have been met and those where we have not 
achieved our target.  
 
The following summary provides a brief explanation of reasons where we have 



achieved our targets (green rating) Particular areas to highlight are: 
 

% of rent collected as a percentage of rent due 
 
Despite challenging times for tenants, at the end of quarter 3 the percentage of 
rent collected as a proportion of rent owed year to date achieved 100.46%. This 
was above the high target for the quarter of 96.5% and was in line with the 
collection rate seen in quarter 3 of 2021/22. It is important to note that in 
December 2022 there were 2 rent free weeks granted to residents. This takes 
place annually in December. These rent free weeks resulted in there being a 
slightly lower amount of rent to be collected in the quarter, which was a 
contributing factor to this positive outturn. During the quarter, the addition of 
Sustainment Officers has ensured that vulnerable tenants are supported and 
income is maximised. 
 
Arrears as a % of rent debit 
 
The current tenant arrears as a percentage of the annual rent debit at the end of 
quarter 3 was 3.33%. This was below the high target for the quarter of 4.65% (low 
is good) and 1.43% less than the previous quarter. This latest outturn equates to 
the overall rent arrears at the end of December 2022 being £40,000 less that the 
same point the previous year. This was a significant improvement and was as a 
result of with the team working hard throughout the quarter to collect rent and push 
the rent first culture. During the quarter Sustainment Officers have continued to 
support tenants with significant benefit backdates and ensure enforcement action 
is avoided where possible. 
 

4.4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The following summary provides a brief explanation of reasons where we are 
close to achieving our targets (amber rating). Particular areas to highlight are: 
 
% of non-decent homes 
 
Although we continue to receive additional referrals for Doors and Windows, there 
has been continued progress in reducing overall failures via programmed works 
delivery. Also, despite 13 new failures for Electrics since October, there has been 
an overall reduction for failures in this category too. 
 
There are now 111 properties failing the standard: 15 doors, 50 Windows, 46 
Electrics and 1 Roof (1 property fails both door and windows). 
 
Access protocols continue to be followed on Electrical failures. All Door and 
Window failures have been referred for replacement although, due to 
manufacturing lead times, these may not complete before year end. 
 
% of all priority repairs carried out within time limits (1 day) - HRS 
 
The high influx of damp and mould jobs that have been reported in the last quarter 
has had an impact on the amount of priority jobs we have completed. We have 
had to reallocate labour resources to accommodate these damp and mould jobs, 
subsequently causing missed timeframes. In addition, with the seasons changing, 
we have had more reports of roofing leaks, guttering repairs etc. which impacts 
and adds pressure on the resource planners, yet our level of service levels has 



stayed in the top region. 
 

4.5 
 
 

The following summary provides a brief explanation of reasons where we have not 
achieved our targets (red rating). Particular areas to highlight are: 
 
Average re-let period – General needs (excluding major works) – (days) 
 
The average re-let time in calendar days for all dwellings during quarter 3 was 
43.31 days. This outturn was greater than the high target for the quarter of 32 days 
(low is good) and an increase of 4.27 days when compared to the previous 
quarter. Throughout the quarter labour levels continued to be difficult to maintain 
across all repair teams. However, despite performing below target, during the 
quarter the Housing Repairs Service was notified of voids quicker than in previous 
quarters and the number of properties awaiting allocation to contractors and our 
dependency on contractors decreased, which resulted in repair times being 
reduced. Moving forward as the void properties are repaired more quickly, the 
performance of this measure should improve.  
 

Average re-let period – General needs (including major works) – (days) 
 
In quarter 3 the average re-let time in calendar days for all dwellings was 55.68 
days. When compared to the low target for this measure of 40 days (low is good), 
this latest outturn was 15.68 days greater. The Housing Voids Team saw a 
reduction in keys coming in since the start of October 2022 (7.3 per week as 
opposed to 9.6 Year To Date). This enabled the team to turn around a high 
percentage of the legacy voids (long standing voids). In the quarter the team re-let 
144 properties - 50 of these were voids over 80 days equating to 35%, which is the 
cause of the re-let times increasing. The team started the quarter with 131 voids in 
the system and at close of quarter 3 it was 81. Looking ahead to quarter 4 2022/23 
and into 2023/24, additional properties are due to be introduced into the housing 
stock, which may result in the outturn for this measure increasing further. These 
properties will be on Rookery Lane, alongside 15 other properties which are due to 
be bought back into use. With the flexibility and availability of labour, these 
additional properties may make it challenging to meet the re-let timescales. 
 
% of calls answered within 90 seconds 
 
This indicator is the responsibility of the Customer Services function. 
 
% of complaints replied to within target time 
 
Following the tragedy in Rochdale Borough the council has received an increased 
number of complaints in relation to damp and mould. This increased number of 
complaints and subsequent works required has impacted on the council’s ability to 
meet agreed appointments times due to lack of resources and materials. This has 
unfortunately led to more complaints during the quarter in relation to missed 
appointments and outstanding repairs as well as disrepair claims. In addition to the 
increase in complaints, there has also been an increase in all aspects of enquiries 
from customers, the MP and councillors in relation to damp and mould in council 
properties.  
 

 



5. Strategic Priorities 
 

5.1 Improve the Performance of the Council’s Housing Landlord Function 
 

There continues to be a strong commitment to improving the quality and efficiency 
of the service and this is a key aim in the Housing Revenue Account Business 
Plan. 

  
6. Organisational Impacts  

 

6.1 Finance  
 
Although there are no direct financial implications arising from this report, there are 
several indicators that do affect the Housing Revenue Account (HRA) including the 
amount of rent collected and repairs and improvements. 
 
We continually monitor the financial position on the HRA and Housing Repair 
Service (HRS), with quarterly reports to Performance Scrutiny Committee and the 
Executive. 
 

6.2 
 
 
 
6.3 
 

Legal Implications including Procurement Rules 
  
There are no legal implications arising from this report.  
 
Equality, Diversity and Human Rights  
 
The Public Sector Equality Duty means that the Council must consider all 
individuals when carrying out their day-to-day work, in shaping policy, delivering 
services and in relation to their own employees. 
 
It requires that public bodies have due regard to the need to: 
 

 Eliminate discrimination 

 Advance equality of opportunity 

 Foster good relations between different people when carrying out their 
activities. 

 
Due to the nature of this report, there are no equality, diversity and human rights 
impacts to be assessed however their impact will be considered as part of the 
service delivery at all times. 

  
7. Risk Implications 

 
7.1 (i)      There is a risk as identified, to the maximisation of our income to the HRA   

from rents collected. 
 
 

7.2 (ii)     There is a risk that households are required to stay in TA longer than we 
would want them to due to the slow turnover of void properties. 

 
 
 



8. Recommendation  
 

8.1 
 

Members are asked to note and comment on: 
 

a) The current performance outcomes during the financial year 2022/23; 
 

b) A commitment to continue reporting on a quarterly basis and to determine a 
programme to have more interim in depth reviews of service specific 
performance. 

 
 

  
  

 
 
Is this a key decision? 
 

 
Yes/No 

 
Do the exempt information 
categories apply? 
 

No 
 

Does Rule 15 of the Scrutiny 
Procedure Rules (call-in and 
urgency) apply? 
 

No 
 

How many appendices does 
the report contain? 
 

1 

List of Background Papers: 
 

None 
 
 

Lead Officer: Gareth Griffiths, Housing Quality and Performance 
Officer 

Telephone (01522) 873448 
 

 


